HOME LEARNING
Emil and the Detectives – Lesson 2
Subject: Year 8 English – Miss Boulton
Time: 50 minutes
Learning Objective: I can recall facts from the story. I can state my opinion and give reasons for it.
Task 1: Proper Nouns
Click on the link below to refresh your memory of Proper Nouns. You will be doing an activity on
proper nouns later, so make sure to listen carefully. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjiD8Vc-F_8
Task 2: Chapter 9 – The Detectives Assemble
Click here to listen to Chapter 9.
Task 3: Quick Comprehension
Answer the questions below. Write your answers as full sentences (not one-word answers).
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Tuesday’s job?
Tuesday is good at barking; what job does he suggest he could have done?
Who is going to deliver a note to Emil’s Grandma?
What password do the boys have to give to Tuesday when they phone him?

Task 4: What do you think?
In the chapter we have just read, the boys argue about
whether or not it is wrong to steal something back from
someone. Emil and the Professor say that it is wrong to steal
something back, even if it belonged to you in the first place.
Tuesday and Traut believe that there is nothing wrong with
this, you’re just retr ieving what is yours.
What do you think? Do you think that it is right, wrong or
somewhere in between?
Copy and complete the sentence below to explain your point of view. If you can try to write more than
one sentence. Use conjunctions (and, but, because, so) to extend your sentences and explain your ideas.
I think that it is okay/wrong to steal something back from someone because...

Task 5: Fix the Sentences
The sentences below are full of mistakes. The proper nouns within these sentences are all missing their
capital letters. Fix the mistakes by rewriting the sentences correctly.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

emil’s trip to berlin was starting to look up.
emil had already made good friends in gustav, tuesday and the professor.
“The people in berlin aren’t too different to the people in neustadt,” emil said to himself.
gustav will wait outside the café to keep an eye on mr grundeis.
brett will take the note to emil’s grandmother at 15 schumann street.

If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher).
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date.
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April If you would like us to see or mark your work, please email it or
send a photo of your completed work to: dboulton@glebe.bromley.sch.uk Thank you

